
The facts: 

On October 12, 2007 Yamil Dominguez, North American citizen of Cuban origin that was devoted with 

success to the work of General Contractor of the Construction, left in his craft, from a marine of the State of 

Florida, with the intention of arriving to the Mexican port of Cancun, from where it would fly to the Havana, 

I eat he had already made it in four previous occasions. The bad time forced him to come closer to Cuban 

costs and when at eight in the morning of the day 13 of October he went to the International Port Marina 

Hemingway it was intercepted to a mile of the Hotel Triton in the municipality Beach for a Cuban armada 

frontier boat who escorted him to this port. 

The investigation practiced by the Cuban authorities concluded that Yamil had the intention of picking up in 

the coast to its couple, Marleny Gonzalez who would leave the country illegally in this boat next to its son. 

As a result of this presumption Yamil Dominguez it was condemned to ten years of privation of freedom, 

accused of the crime of people's traffic. 

The fundamental support that had the office to sustain the accusation against Yamil was an initial 

declaration made by Marleny Gonzalez who said in a recorded interview that its couple had the intention of 

picking up it in the coast to take it to the United States; however, in the own instruction process and in the 

trial Marleny denied its previous testimony, the one that carried out, as she explained, under the police 

instructor's pressure that persuaded it of making it explaining to him that that era the only form of 

liberating the accused of a much more serious cause. 

In the sentence of the province Tribunal of City of Havana one only kept in mind the first declaration of 

Marleny and did not paid attention of the one made during the view that refutes the preliminary. It was 

never demonstrated in the public view that Marleny had remained hidden with its son in some place of the 

coast while waiting for being picked up. The boat that had the technical conditions required to escape from 

its interceptor, was driven voluntarily by its pilot until the Marina Hemingway, with the intention of 

clarifying the facts. No person testified to corroborate the presumption of the office, any object on board 

gave that to think that it was a  traffic in which was included a minor. The office and the tribunal simply 

found it that the natural and logical was that Marleny and their son wanted to leave the country illegally 

and that Yamil wanted to smash the law, in spite of not having any antecedent that supported some of 

these hypotheses. 

The accused, through his defense, exposed his innocence of which one shows off for right and the tribunal 

was never able to demonstrate its guilt. Now Yamil completes condemnation in the Cocktail of the This in 

City of Havana for a crime that didn't make. 

The family has made all the imaginable diligences, but without result some. The exhibition of these facts in 

this blog has as only objective to sensitize to the public opinion with the purpose that JUSTICE is made. 

Clonation of sentences: 

With date 30 of July of the 2008 the Popular Supreme Tribunal assisted a cassation resource by breaking of 

form against the sentence (204-2008) dictated for the Province Tribunal of City of the Havana against Yamil 

Dominguez April eight 2008. The resource was admitted and it was ordered that another adjusted sentence 

was dictated to the right. 

The Province Tribunal did not paid attention to that sentenced by the Supreme Tribunal and it was limited 

to change the number of the sentence (549-2008) and the date that now would be October three 2008. Not 



only the text is identical to the previous one, but rather apparently what was made was to rename the 

previous text in the computer and to modify the typography for, with evident aforethought, to hide the 

disobedience to the Supreme Tribunal. 

If it was not this what was made how it is explained then that the same graphics errors has been made like 

for example: 

 In the sentence 204-2008, in the first line of the second page it is incurred in the graphic error of 

writing “en tonto” instead of “en tanto” and this miscue repeats in the sentence 549-2008, this 

time in the tenth line of the second page, displacement happened by the mentioned typographic 

modification that they introduce the programs of text of the computers in an automatic way. 

 In the line 32 of the page four, in the sentence 204-2008, another graphic error is introduced when 

saying “le arma” instead of “el arma”, this failure repeats in the line 22(twenty two) of the fourth 

page of the sentence 549-2008. 

 In that same page four the error is made of omitting the letter to in the article the in the line 40 of 

the sentence 204-2008 and instead of saying “la declaración” it is written “l declaración.” This error 

appears in the line 31(thirty one) of the sentence 549-2008. 

 

For surprise of all the Supreme Tribunal he/she didn't notice that the Province Tribunal had not introduced 

any change in the sentence, as it was not typographic, and January 13 2009 emitted a new sentence, this 

time to underrate the cassation resource. 

 


